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PRESENTATION OF PROBLEM 
Although oral reading inventories have been advocated for many 
years, the possible relationship between the type of error made and the 
difficulty level of the reading material has not been considered. For 
nearly half a century, leaders in the field of reading have encouraged 
the analysis of oral reading errors to determine the reading strategies 
utilized by t~e student and thereby to help pinpoint instructional 
deficiencieso Remediation of these deficiencies is paramount to 
progress in reading skill. 
Although the teacher cannot be certain what has taken place in any 
one oral reading error, it is assumed that "• o o it is possible to ob-
serve some trends in oral reading behaviors as children mature in this 
skill (Spache, 1969, p. 332)." In other words, as children mature in 
the skill of reading some changes in the types of reading errors they 
make occur; perhaps that different types of errors occur at different 
levels of material difficulty. No research has been found that indi-
cates, what trends of oral reading errors emerge on different difficulty 
levels to produce a picture of the reading process for any studento 
Need for the Study 
This investigation was designed to ascertain the presence of a 
shift in the type of oral reading error patterns between instructional 
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and frustration reading levels. The studies concerned with error pat-
tern shifts .have found that some errors have a tendency tQ shift quite 
signific~nt~y ~s a reader moves from instructional level to frustratiQn 
level material (Berends, 1971; Christenson, 1966; McLeod, 1918). 
Berends hypothesized in her study that this. shift appeared to be due to 
tQe reader reverting to an earlier level of skill development when 
faced.with a task that was too difficult. Fifty-five years ago McLeod 
(1918) reported that some types of errors increased while some types of 
errors decreased as the difficulty of the reading material increased. 
ijowever, McLeod studied readers who were accelerated .in their grade; 
thuE!, his. find,ings may not be relevant to other .kinds of reade:rs. In 
Spache' s opinion, ". • • errors probably change in nature according to 
the diffic;ulty of the material being read" (1950, p.442). 
In addition to the difficulty of.the reading material, error pat-
terns may be affected by the sentence structure of the material and its 
s:f,mil~rity to the rell!.der ! s speech patterns (Goodman,, 1969; Nurss, 1970), 
or the opportunity for making certain kinds of errors (Gates, 1947; 
Bennett, 1942; Payne, 1930). The current investigation was concerned 
only with th.e effect of the difficulty of the material .on the types ef 
errors made while reading orally. 
Wh~le the effect of the difficulty of the .material on the oral 
reaqing error patterns has been studied (Schummers, 1956; Sc.hale, 1964; 
Christenson, 1966) at some length, and the presence of different error 
patterns found·on different levels of material difficulty generally 
concl\,\ded, no study ha.s been found that studied the nature of these 
diff.erent et"ror patterns. No research has determined. the point or 
level where the type of error patteI'.n changes when the .independent, 
instructional; or frustr~tion reading ~evel pf each sub~ect is con~ 
sidered. 
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A s:lgnif;l.c.;i,nt pattern of the word recognition deficiencies of each 
subject should emerge after .observation and tabulation of the different 
types of oral reading errors. Daniels (1966) referred to this ·point 
when he said that teachers should identify the pattern of reading de-
fic:tenciee as well as diagnase the level of mastery of reading skills. 
Kerfoot (1965) alao urged careful interpretation of the various types . 
of error patterns when determining instructional needs. 
Smith (1971) identifies levels of word identi:Ucation.. In hi,s 
opinion the inaQ.ility to immediatel.y identify a word or its meaning re-
quires mediated identification. This is necessary because a visual 
feature list does not exist to indicate t)le appropriate word category, 
or sen).antic interpretation. He further states that the mediated 
identification requires a quite different set of rules. Not only is 
visual information needed, but phonic or analogy rules are also re-
quired. Thus the mediated identification process is a more basic 
method of information-.processing than is immediate identification of 
words. Smith (1971) concludes by saying that mediated ,identification 
is particularly undesirable in reaqing because" ••. it slows the read-
iµg procese and overloads the visual information-processing and, memory 
Sys tern" (p 217) . . 
If an error in oral reading that. is made without hesitating can be 
considered a faulty immediate identification, th~n an error made with a 
definite hesitation to attempt different possible pronunciations.could 
be considered a faulty mediated.identification. Two different types of 
problems exist. If a student pronounces "fad" for "fat," but, when his 
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attention as directed to his mistake, immediately corrects his error, 
he does know the difference between /t/ .and /d/. If, however, when 
attention is directed to his mistake, the student cannot immediately 
correct himself• but . must make several attempts at pronouncing the word, 
it is evident that he is not sure of the difference between /t/ and 
/di. In planning instructional strategies for. students it is important 
to determine as nearly as poesible the precise type (s) of errors made. 
The determination that a shift in oral reading errors does occur, 
and at what level it occurs would be of much help in evaluating the 
patterns of oral reading errors. The point at which the earlier level 
of skill development occurs should be the beginning of remediation in 
reading. 
Another problem in diagnosing a reading problem concerns the pos-
sible lack of agreement of reading errors as indicated by standardized 
reading tests and extended oral readings. This investigation will 
attempt to show the relationship between silent reading errors as 
indicated by two standardized reading tests and oral reading errors as 
indicated by extended oral readings. 
The purpose of this study was to examine the oral reading error 
patterns of developmental readers on third grade reading level to de-
termine the existence of a shift in the patterns of errors between in-
structional and frustration reading levels. It was anticipated that a 
shift would infer a reading problem that was closer to the beginning of 
reading instruction, or more basic on the frustration than on the in-
structional reading level. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses to be studied are in the null form. 
1. There is no significant correlation between the error patterns 
on the instructional level of the extended oral readings and the error 
patterns as :l.nd:f,cated o·n the subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Read-
ing Test. 
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2. There ~s no significant correlation between 1;:he error patterns 
on tije instructional level of the .e~tended oral readings and the error 
pattei:ns indicated on the subtests of .the Bond-Balow-Hoyt Silent Read---,--
ing Diagnostic Test. 
3. There is no significant correlation between the error patterns 
foupd on the instructional level of the .extended oral readings and the 
error patterns found on the frustration .~evel of the e~tended oral 
reading. 
Each hypothe13is will be tested using a number of error pattern 
categories. 
Pefinitions of Terms 
Development~l readers were defined as those second.and third grade 
students who were reading on an instructional level between 2,5 a~d 4,0 
grade level as determined by an individual performance on the Standard 
Reading Inventory. These students were considered to be developmental 
third grade readers because they were readi~ not more than three-
fourths of . a year below or aboye 3. 25 reading level. 
Instructional level refers to the passage on which the reader meets 
the word recognition criteria of 91%-94% with a comprehension criteria 
of at least 70% on the Standard Reading Inventory. 
F:i:-ustration level refers to the passage on which the reader meets 
the word recognition criteria of 90% or less on the Standard Reading 
Inventory. 
Error, miecue, or word recognition error refer• to tqe deviation 
bet;we-.n an.oral response and an expected response in the ·oral reading 
of the student. 
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Extended oral readings refer• to a passage o~ at least 200 words 
read orally at .. aight by the student. The extended oral readings were 
developed by Stuever and used in.her study (Stuever, 1969). They are 
entit;led "Stories of. Stuever." Readability levels of the stories were 
ee;itablished using the Spache fo,:inula. (1950) so that these levels wquld ·. 
compare in readability w:f.~ll ,the equivalent passages on the Standard 
Readin,g Inventorr· 
Berencls-Stuever-Ray Error Ana1ya;i.s (B-S .... R) refers to an,.erroJ;' 
classification system synthesizing the sQunc;i-symbol.approach.of Monroe. 
(192$) and the visual..,.perceptual, approach of Gates (1947, 1962). A 
c~mplete descript:l.$n :f,s given in Chapter !II. 
Error-type mean$ a specific kind of error (e.g., word.omiss:f.on) 
and.· is a subdivi!ilion of an ei:ror category. The ex-ror .... types used in 
thi• study are more fully explait\ed in the.description of the .B-S-R 
Analysis in Chapter III, 
Er;or c,ategory refers to a class or.g;r;-ouping of ert:or-types. The 
sb: major categor:i,es on the .B-.S-R Erro.r Analysi.s are: vi~ual percept-
ual-.... word parts, directional confusion, visual-auditory, syllabic 
divieion,. structure a'!ld behavioral characteristics. The categories 
are described in th~ B-S-R Error Analysis description in Chapter III. 
tntratest com;e~risons refer. to comparisons between .. the types of 
errors made on different levels--instructional or frustration--of a 
s;f..ngle.test. 
Intertest comparisons refer to comparisons of the types of errors 
made on the Silent Reading Diagnostic ~. the Stanford Diagnostic 
Reading Test• and the Stories .£?.t, Stuever Reading ~. 
Deli mi t:ations 
Scope .£!:. ~ Study 
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This investigation includes an analysis of the oral reading errors 
made by developmental readers at third grade reading level on extended 
oral readings. Comparisons of the resulting error patterns on instruc-
tional and frustration levels were madeQ Comparisons were made between 
21 kinds of possible errors on instructional level and 21 kinds of 
possible errors on frustration level. 
The subjects in this study included all of the second grade stu-
dents and some of the third grade students who were reading develop-
mentally at third grade level. The students came from one elementary 
school of approximately 625 membership in an eastern Oklahoma city. 
The final sample included 33 children from five classrooms of a public 
schoolo 
Limitations ..2.f. El!!, Study 
This study is limited to developmental readers at third grade 
reading level from one public school in an eastern Oklahoma city. 
The oral reading tests used in this study were only a sample of 
the measures which might have been usedo Other tests might have 




It is assumed that t:he :Lnstruments used in this study actuelly 
measure the factors they are designed to measure and are pertinent .to 
the St'l,ldy, 
It is assumed that the use of pral reading errors to establi~h 
levels of readin$ p~rformance is valid and · tha.t the number of errors 
made by a child is. ind:f,.cative of the .relative difficulty of the mater:l,al 
for him. 
It .is assumed that each word in a story will afford to a given 
child an opportunity to make any one of several types of errors and 
that the .errors a:i:e a random.sample ~f reading behavior for an indi-
vidual reader. 
CHAPTER U 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The literature related to oral reading error patterns and the com~ 
parison of those errors in increasingly difficult materials is very 
limited. This review will be confined to those studies investigating 
the effect of material difficulty on the patterns of errors made in 
oral reading, 
Effect of Difficulty Level on Error Patterns 
Monroe (1928) found that retarded readers at a given reading level 
and normal readers at the same level differed qualitatively in their 
error patterp.s, The retarded readers showed more reversals, repeti-
tions, and total errors than their normal counterparts. 
In 1970 McCracken and Mullen studied and tabulated the oral read-
ing errors made by 170 students in grades one through six on the Stan-
dard Readins Inventory into seven error classifications: repetitions, 
words, omissions, additions, substitutions, and misread punctuation. 
At a first glance the data seemed to indicate a shift in the error pat-
tern between the maximum instructional level and the first level of 
frustration. However, final analysis caused the authors to conclude: 
No significant shift in error pattern seems to exist be-
tween successive levels if both are in frustration or both 
in instructional . • . This implies that instructional 
level errprs should be used in determining instructional 
needs and that using errors made at frustration level to 
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determine instructional needs may lead to incorrect instruc-
tional programs! (McCracken and Mullen, 1970, p. llO) 
Other authors came to different conclusions after studying erro~ 
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patterns and the difficulty of the material being read. Stafford (1967) 
studied 112 high achieving and 115 low achieving fourth grade readers 
at their ceiling level. The ceiling level was defined as the point at 
which a subject made seven or more errors within one paragraph of the 
Gray Oral Reading Test. She.concluded that high achievers made a sig-
nifica:nUy higher frequency of errors in the categories of gross mis-
pronunciation, mispronuncia'l;ion, of syllable or accent, and 
mispronunciation of letters when compared with the low achievers. The 
suggestion was made that this evidence supported a different knowledge 
or application of ~nowledge pattern in these students. Stafford sub-
mitted that the high achievers had a more highly developed ability to 
utilize both visual and/or auditory analysis in decoding words, while 
the low achievers used fewer (if any at all) types of analyses in. de.-
coding unknown words. When the difficulty of the material decreaseci 
the low achievers did us.e more types of word :i:-ecognition techniques. 
Error patterns were.studied using the analyses of erro:i:-s made on the 
Gray Oral Reading Test when successively more difficult passages were 
read. 
Schale (1967) studied scores of students in even numbered grades 
two through twelve and compared the types of reading errors made on 
grade-level passages from the Gray Ora! Reading Test by fifteen boys 
and fifteen girls. The students read two passages below grade place-
ment .level and two passages above grade placement level. All pupils 
were able to read the passage at grade level successfully, However, a 
few of the subjects at each grade level were unable to read one or both 
of the above-grade-level paragraphs. Others were abl.e to reE!.d con-
siderably above their grade placemept level. 
For second grade readers more.refusal errors were made as the dif-
ficulty of the material inc.reased in Schale's (1967) study. Partial 
and gross mispronun;icati,ons. steadily increased for subjects in grades 
two thtoµgh tw.elve as the difficulty of the material inc:i;-eased; How-
ever, Scha;t.e reported that omission and repetition errors decreased asi 
the material difficulty increased for all grade levels. 
Schummers (1956) studied the error patterns of 237 third grade 
pl,lpils to determine the effect of increas;ing difficulty levels. Re-
gardless of reading ability, every subject attempted five stories from 
L;y:ons and Carnah.an basal reader series ranging in readability from 1. 7 
for the first story to 5.6 for the fifth story. Errors were combined 
for different groups of students, but in no combination was the actual 
reading ability of the subjec;ts taken into considerati,on. 
Schumme:i:-s (19~6) repo:x:ted that hesitation errors, omisE1ion of 
sounds errors, vowel.errors, and reversal errors increased in propor-
tion as the difficulty of the material increased. Spontaneoui; correc-: 
tion errors decreased in proportion as the difficulty of the material 
increaaed, but not·to a significant degree. 
Neither Sch,ale nor Schummers controlled the relative difficulty of 
the .material being read for each student so that the prargraphs above 
grade level may not have been as difficult for some stude11ts as the 
passages at or below grade level were for .others. In particular, the 
lE!.l:'ge .number of hesitation errors reported by Schummers, and the low 
word ac;curacy leve.ls for the Low and Medium IQ boys indicate that even 
the simple and/or grade-level passages could have been difficult for 
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many of the subject$. An.examination of the data wou;Ld suggest that in 
Schale~s study the diffic14lty level of the material did not aftect the 
per:cent,pf total errors. of substitut:l,one, insertio.n1=1, and no resp9nse 
erro:l;'s above the 13ecQnd grade. Both Berenqs (1971) and Kilgal,lon ,(1942) 
reported t:he opposite finding for substitutions apd no response ertors. 
Schale may·not have controlled the difficulty .level for .each student as 
carefully as could hav4;! been desired •. 
Christenson (1966) compared the oral reaqing miscues on indepen-
dent, instructional, and frustration-level passages of an informal re~d­
ing inventory for 68 fourth, f:l,fth, an4 sixth grade students. He ·com-
bined error$ on materials.which. were at, below, and above his students' 
individ1.1al reading levels as determined by his informal reading inven-
to:ry. Using the .wordpronunication and.comprehension accuracy criter:l,a 
proposed by Betti:! (1946), Chris.tens.on (1966) identified the independent;, 
in~truct;ional, and ftustration levels of each subject. However, his 
designation of ind,ependent and ·instructicmal levels as the highest 
levels at which either word recognition scores or comprehension scores 
were .used as accuraqy require~en~s could have changed the criteria to 
an, unce;i:ta:l,n extent. With. the ueither-ox-" requirement the literal in-
te:rpretat1,on of th;e :"highest" andnlowest" levels resulted in six 
students' being assigned higher independent than instructional levels; 
seven subjects were assigned higher instructional than frustration 
levels·; and one student was. assigned an independent level which was fou;-
book· levels .higher than the instructional level, and three book levels 
higher than. the frustration level. 
Thus, it does appear that since errors from materials of varying 
relative difficulty levels could have been combined in several and/or 
all of the studies, the differences in types of errors may have been 
concealed.. If such incicj.ences did occur, the effect of difficµlty-
leve.l could have been confounded with the .effect of .materials. 
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Christenson (1966) reported that the incidence of no response 
errors, in fourth and sixth grade scores, and mispronunciations in 
foui;-th a"Q.d sixth grade. scores did increase as the difficulty of the ma-
terial increased. As the difficul,ty of the material .increased omission 
errors and repetitions errors for grades four.through six decreased in 
incidence, While decx:ease in the omission error incidence was non-
significant, the decrease in the repetition error events was signifi-
cant. The latter event could perhaps be explained, at least in part, 
by the "either-or" criteria of word recognition or comprehension on the 
informal'inventories~ The decrease in repet:l,tion errors was significant 
only between the independent to instructional levels and between the 
independent to frustration levels. 
In an.earlier study, Kill,gallon (1942) found that·more than 40 per 
cent more p~pils made errors .by guesSing in frustration .... level material 
on an informal reading inventory, and the guesses tended to become "ex-
tremely wild and inappropriate" (p. 106). In studying fourth grade poor 
and good readers Killgallon also observed tl).at the number of students 
making refusal errors at frustration level (when compared with the num-
ber .at ins.tructio"Q.al level) increased over 50 per cent. Much less fre-
quently did attempts to pronounce the word precede the refusals. 
In her study of 77 fourth grade disabled readers with average IQs, 
Berends (1971) used standardi~ed tests to obtain oral reading errors 
for analysis. She (and others) administered the Durrell Analysis of 
Reading Difficulty, the Gates-McKillop Reading Diagnostic Test, Form .!,, 
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and the .Standa;rd Reading Inven.torx. to ascertain (among other types of 
data) patterns of oral reading errors. Berends secured data conoern:l.ng 
oral reading errors at instructional level,as well as two succeeding 
levels of.frustration,, The B~S-R Error Analysis procedure was utilized. 
She found that·all of the visual-auditory category errors, .with the e~­
ception of the consonant-consonant errors, i~creased significantly as 
the di~ficulty of the material inc.reased, Other categories of errors 
that increl!Lsed as the difficulty of. the material increased were !!!yl.+abic 
division, directional confusion, structure et'rors (on the Durrell only), 
word$ aided, visual;perception ~n4ing incorrect only, and visual per-
ception middle incorrect only (on the Gates and Standard Reading Inven-
tory oJ:l.ly). 
Berends (1971) concurred with Schale (1967) and Christenson 0966) 
in finding th~t repetition errors decreased as the.difficulty of.the 
material increa11ed. She concurred with Scqunnners (1956) in determining 
that correction .errors de~reased as the .difficulty of the material in-
creased, Berends also found that addition errors decreased as the dif-
ficulty of the material increased, as did beginning inc.orrect oQ.ly 
errors, an~ total parts iIJ,correct errors on·. the Qates only. 
Table I is a tabular presentation of the error categories that in-
crease. and dect'ease as the difficulty of the material increases. The 
g:r;ade or gradiae stud:l,ed .is indicated as well as the investigator's name. 
All the major studies cited .in the review of the .literature were inclu.-
ded in the .presentation ,of conclusions about the~e types of errors.in 
<:rral reading. 
Many studies have been conducted concerning various aspects of 
oral reading errors other than the effect of. material difficulty. For 
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TABLE I 
EFFECT OF DIFFICULTY OF MATERI.AL ON.ERROR PATTERNS 
Errors Which Incx:ease With. :tncreased Errors Which Decrease.With In.,. 
Dif.ficulty of Mat;et"ial creased Diffic4lty of Material 
Type .of Erl;'or Grade Investigator Type of Error Grade Investigator 
No response or 2nd· Schale Omissions 2-12 Schale 
refusal· 4t,h Be:i;-ends 4-6 Christensonc;: 
4th Killgallon 
Repetitions 2-12 Schale 
4th. Christenson 4th Berends d 
6th 4-6 Christenson. 
(Hesitatiqns)ad 3rd Sch\.1-mmers 
3rd Schummers Spontaneous 
Mispronunciations 4th Christenson Corrections 4th Berends 5th 
(Partial .and Gross 2-12 Schale Additions. 4th Berends 
Mispronunci- 4th Berends (Gates only) 
ations) 8 (Gates and 
Sight words 4th Berends SRI) ..,.,.......... (Gates only) 
(Omission of Sou~s) 3t'd Schummers 
(Vowel Errors) 4th Berends 
(Consonant Errors) 4th Berends· 
(Wild, inappropri~ 4th K:l,llgallon 
at,e · guessing) 8 · 




ion8 · 4th Berend,s 
Structure Errors8 d 4th Berends 
(Durrell 
only) 
SyU.abic;: Division ad 4th Be'J;'ends. 
8word ·or phrase within parenthes.is refers to the term used by the In-
vestigator .for the miscue. 
b Kind111 of misprom,~nciation error found to increase with story diffi-
culty. 
cNon-significant. 
d ' ' 
Significant--difference betweein Independeµt-Instructional and Inde-
pendent-Frustration levels only. 
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instanqe, Monroe (1928) studied the. types of oral .read;i.ng errors among 
disabled reade+s. She reported tha.t faulty sounc:iing of consonants and 
vowele are. more. important erro:i::s to. consider, from the stanc:ipoint of 
progress in reading, than are errors such as omitting words or parts of 
words, adding superfluous words, substituting words, or repeating words 
often, 
In 1930 Payn.e.investigated errors.made while orally reading words 
in isolation (word l;l.sts) and .errors made while orally reading contex-
tual material. After analyzing the errors made by 400 children in 
grades two.through five, Payne reported that slightly fewer errors were 
made on the contextual material as compared to the errors made on words 
in isolation. 
Other .investigators compared the types of errors made on standard.-: 
ized reading tests. G:Umore (1947.) studied the relationship between 
certain types of errors made on the Gilmore Oral Reading Test and the 
Stanford.Reading Test. He concluded that word.substitutions were the 
most.important type of errors analyzed, Gilmore reported that substi-. 
tution errors.tended to be related to poor reading comprehension (both 
oral a"Q.d silent), to poor oral readipg scores, and to slow oral reading 
rate; these relationships were true for errors made on both standardized 
tests he studied. 
Herlin (1963) examined the oral reading errors made on the Monroe 
Diagnostic Rec;tding Exam:i,nation, and compared them with the errors made 
on the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty. He stated that 
The correlation ,comparison of error types from Monroe to 
Durrell was inconclusive, ,showing high enough correlations 
to be.significant, but not high enough .to state that the 
error types on each test were the same, (1963, p. 112) 
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Another researcher investigated the effect of length of passage on 
the :types of errors mad~ wh:l,le reading orally. Stuever (1969) report£;?d 
after analyzing errors made in oral reading by .76 children who were dis .. 
abled readers in fourth grade, that the length of passages read is very 
important to tne types of errors made. , She found that unless a passage 
of at least .150 words was read by a student the .proportion of specific 
kinds of observed errors as well as the density and rate of these er-
rors woulc;l be distorted.. Stuever'.s concluaion .resulted .in passages .of. 
at least 200 words being used.in the present investigation. 
Summary 
Several .researchers have reported .that error patterns vary acco.rd-
ing te. the leve;l. of difficulty of the material (SchUIIIJllers ~ 1956; Schale, 
1964; Christenson, 1966; and Berends, 1971). Only one of these inves-
tigators. adequately ccmtrol,.led, or reported, the relative difficulty 
leve.l of .the test selections for .the individual subjects. Those re-
searchers who did not· .control the relative difficulty of the test selec-
tions .adequately fot each student possibly distC!rted or obscured the 
results. 
From a review of tbe literature, it appears there is justification 
for an investigation of the commonality of otal reading error pattern 
changes .as the difficulty of the.material .increases, 
CWTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
This chapter contains a description of the population of the study, 
the testing procedure, the test instruments used in collecting the data, 
and th.e statieltical treatment of tb,e data. 
Description of the Population 
The population for this study ccm13isted of the second and th:trd 
grade students who were considered to be third grade developmental. 
readers, that.is, reading not more than three-fourths of a year below 
or above 3.2S reading level, All the. students came from one .elementary 
school in an.eastern OklahQma city of approximately 40,000 inhabitants. 
The school, with 625 students, was one of the largest of twelve ele-
mentary schools in the c:tt;:y system. Thirty teachers were.employed at 
this school. There were four classrooms of each elementary grade with 
a crou section of socio-economic levels represented. The pe>pulation 
was primarily Caucasian, but also include.d pup;Lls of American Indian, 
Negro; and Oriental extraction. 
The reading programs utilized basal readers. Primarily a strong 
phonics-oriented basal se:i:-ies was used, though some teachers did use 
less phonics-orient.ed basals for some students, 
Pup;i.ls meeting the. criteria for the study sample were identified 
through a two-step process: 
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1. Teachers in each of the eight classrooms were asked to identify 
the students that were reading between 2.5 and 4.0 in basal readers. 
2. The StandaJ:d Reading Inventory, Form! was administered to 
each of. the re.aders identified by the classroom teacher. Subjects were 
taken f-rom the classJ;'ooms to a suitable area where the testing could·. 
proceed undisturbed, with onl.y the subject .and the investigator present. 
The children were told the purpose of the .testing and asked if they 
wou:!.d be willing te> assist the examin~r. All of the childJ;'en agreed to 
participate in the study. 
Every student whose instructional and frustration reading levels 
were found to be at or between 2.5 and 4.0 was administered extended 
oral reading to, again, find the instructional and frustration levels. 
The Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test;.and the firet two S\lbtests of the 
Silent Reading Diagnostic Test (Bond-Balow-Hoyt) were given a few days 
later, 
The sample, .as identified by the firs.t step above, cons:l,sted of 63 
children. Thi.s number was subsequently lowered to 34 because of the 
failure to meet the origina,l·criteria or incomplete test·data. PupilEi 
from five of the eight ~riginal classrooms of second and third graders 
were included in the study. 
Testing Procedures 
The Standard Reading Inventory was administered by the investiga-
tor in a suitable area where testing could proceed undisturbed, with 
only the subject and the examiner present, The extended oral readings 
were indi vidua,lly adminb. tered by trained examiners from the Oklahoma 
State University Reading Center. In ·each testing situation only the 
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examiner and the subject were present. During the test; administrations, 
the .examiners recorded the miscu.es made by the subjects .on copies of 
the test selections while an audio-tape recording was made of the 
selection being read. The errors made and times required for reading 
were rechecked by the examiners and by this investigator. 
After the screening test (Standard Reading Inventory) and the ex-
tended oral readings were given individually, the group tests were 
given by the investigator. One whole classroom of second grade stu-
dents met the original criteria and were administered the Stanford. 
Diagnostic Reading ~' Form !, and the first two subtests of the 
Silent. Reading Diagnostic Test (Bond-Balow-Hoyt) in their classrooms. 
The remainder of the sample was. gathered into .the Library and given the 
same tests. Only one group test was given on any day. The time re-
quired for the testing procedure from the beginning to finishing was 
approximately two .weeks, Every subject encountered two examiners in 
the testing process and the testing sequence was the same for all stu-
<;lents. First, the screening test (Standard Reading Inventory) was given 
by the investigator, the~ the .extended oral readings were administe.red .· 
by examiners f;rom Oklahoma.State University Reading Center, and last, 
the g;roup tests (Stanford Diagnosti,c Reading ~ and.· Silent Reading 
Diagnostic Test) were administered by the investigator. 
Instruments Used 
Stap.dard Reading Inventory, Form!, (1966), (SRI) 
This test was used as a screening device to identify pupils who 
were considered to be developmental readers. There are two equivalent 
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forms. The ~is an individually administered reading test for 
measuring reading achievement at pre-primer through seventh reader 
!eve.ls. Each form contains eleven word lists for testing word recog-
nition in is.elation, eleven stories for oral reading, and. eight stories 
for s:f:,lent reading. Comprehension of the oral and sil.ent reading pas-
sages .is tested by inference and detail questions. The following levels 
are identified: independent, instructional, and frustration. Only the 
instructional and fr'llstration levels we.re determined as perti"Q.ent to 
th:l.s s t1,1dy • 
According to tqe manual:. 
Two studies of concurrent validity have been made. The in-
structional reading level of the Standard Reading Inventory 
and the California Readin~ Test were compared for 79 child-
ren completing second.grade. The correlation was .87. The 
results of the reading comprehensiQn and reading vocabulary 
sections of .the Stanford Aghievement Tests (Elementary 
Battery, Form 1) and the instructional reading level and 
the vocabul~ry in isolation scores on the. Standard Reading 
Inventory were compared for 77 ·children completing third 
grade. The correlations were .77 between tl;i.e Stanford 
comprehension and the.SRI instructional reading level, and 
.88 between the vocabulary measures. · 
Reliability 
Reliabi:!-ity was demon!iltra~ed by having two examiners .admi-. 
n:f:.ster Forms A and.B of the Standard Reading. Inventory to. 
60 children, 30 boys and 30 girls, divided equally among 
grades one.through six. Twelve Pearson product-moment 
correlations were computed using the results. Th.e highest 
correlation was • 99, the !owes t • 68, and the. median • 91. 
All correlations were significantly different from zero 
(p < .001), Further evidence of reliability was obtained 
in a study of second grade children who took both forms of 
the .SRI. Correlations of the.instructional reading level 
was·. 9!). (StandaX'd Reading Inventory Manual, 1966) 
The Spache (1968) and the Dale-Chall (1948) Readability Formulas 
were used in analyzi,ng the stories. The difficulty levels of the 
stories were also evaluated subjectively by 25 reading experts. 
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In the present investigation, the Form B oral reading passages at 
the .2.5 level.through the 4.0 level were used as the screening device 
to ascertain the instruct;ional and, frustration levels of oral reading 
for each subject. Both.the instructional and frustration reading levels 
of each subject had to fall within the 2,5 through 4.0 range of reading 
ability .to meet the criteria for .this study. 
Stories of Stuever Reading Test, (1969) 
The stories in this test were adapted ai:id used by Stuever (1969) 
in her study. Her research involved many schools where different basal 
readers were used, so it was felt that·the stories should be graded, 
unfamiliar materials· (Johnson, 1965; .Williams, 1963). The content of 
the stories resembles basal reaqer materials; 
The primer and the 2.0 stories are ~anger than basal reader 
stories at the levels used, but this was controlled for since length 
was the purpose of Stuever's study •. The 1.5 level story was adapted 
ftom "Mr. Queeps Forgot'! in Sunny an.d Gay by Ardith Snyder Turner, 
published by Bobbs Merrill Company. "To See the King," the 2. 0 s toty, 
was adapted .from the Sword.in the Tree by Clyde Robert Bulla, Thomas Y; 
Crowell, publisher. "How Bas~ball Began;" written at the .3.0 level, 
was adapted from How Baseball Began in Brooklyn, by LeGrand Henderson, 
Abington Press. "The Mystery of the Creaking Stairs," by Charlotte 
Jeanes, published in the Lyons and Carnahan Curriculum Enrichment 
Series, New Trail,s, was used as the basis for the 3,6 story. The story, 
''Old Grouch Moves In!' written at the 4,0 level by Rutherford Montgomery, 
was published by Doubleday and Company in the book Kildee House. 
"Mickey Mantle," by Gene Schoor, published in the book Mickey Mantle 
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of the Yan~ees by G. T. Putnam's Sons was used as the basis for the 4.6 
story. "Westward Ho!", "Best.Known Member of the Fami:!.y," and "Opera-
tion Sunshine," were all published. in the. book From Codes to Captains 
by Harper, Row Publishers. These stories represent levels 4.95, 5.52, 
and 5.96 respectively. 
Readability levels of the stc;iries .were. established using the Spache 
(1953) formula so that these levels would,compare in readabi:!.ity with 
the equivalent passages on the SRI. Approximately the same number of 
sentences and the same.number of unfa~iliar words were used in each of 
the 100 word samples, It was assumed that this would make each of .the 
100 word samples as equal in diffic;.ulty as possible within the limits 
of the error of the Spache ReadaQility Formula. 
Silent.Reaqing Diagnostic Test (Bond-Balow-Hoyt) (1970) 
This test was designed as a group test to.diagnose various skills 
which are determined as necessary for success in reading. Eisht sub-
tests exami.ne the following reading skills in a silent reading situ-
ation: error ,patterns as determined by recognition of words in isola-
tion as well as words in context while reading silently, subtests one 
and two; recognition techniques, subtests three, four, and five; phonic 
knowledge, subtests six, seven, and.eight. Only subtests one and two 
were administered for this study. 
The a11thot:s ·of. the test indicate that the standar<;lizati<m pro-
cedure was obt;ained from regular classrooms where the majority of stu-
dents were making normal progress in reading development. These 
classrooms were representative of all socio-economic:levels frc;im ten 
cities in three states. The total sample te,sted was.2,500 students 
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directly representative of approximately 38,000 students because of the 
stratified sampling procedure used in the selection of the .students to 
be. tested. 
The Manual states: 
Reliability information was obtained by use of tb.e split-
half proc~dure for a sample of two randomly selected class-
rooms of third grade pupils for Tests 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8; 
and from two randomly selected classrooms of fourth grade 
pupils for Tests 3, 4, and 5. 
The reliability coefficients for test 1 and Test 2 were .95 and 
.93 respectively. The reliability coefficien~ for the sum of tests one 
and two is .97 •. The remainder of the reliability coefficients are: 
Test 3--.93, Test 4--.80, Test 5--.90, Test 6--.92,- Test 7--.97, and 
Test 8--.85. 
The tests have d;l.rect primary validity sitlce the tas~s required of 
pupils are the kinds which are required of the developmental reader in 
everyday use of reading, according to the authors. The intercorrela-
ticm coeffic:ient between tests one. and two in second grade is • 73, 
while the :f,ntercorrelation coeffic:l,ent between tests one and two in 
third grade is .88. The coefficients indicate the relevance of these 
skills to word recognition, but not highly enough to report that they 
are testing the same thing, according to the .manual. 
Th.e manual .indicates that; the validity .of greatest importance in a 
diagnostic test is its relevance to the details of the instructional 
area it.claims to evaluate. It was noted that the Silent Reading Diag-
nostic Test ha1:1 proven to be of practical assistance to teachers over 
the twenty-year period of its existence. 
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Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (1966) 
This test of seven subtests, covering different skills determined 
essentiaJ, for .success in reading, was constructed to ascertain the pat-
terns of strengths and weaknesses rather than just to deter~ine a grade 
level of performance. 
Validity of the test is .based on a survey of over 200 factorial, 
experimental, and survey-type studies published in the various profes-
s ional journals. and • related types . of communications • The sub tests . in 
SDRT represent the authors' judgments as. to what these studies reveal 
about reading in the elementary grades.. For grade three the median 
subtest intercorrelation .is .61 as compared with the median _subtest 
reliability coefficient of • 94. The reliability was determined through. 
the .use of the split-half prqcedure. 
The two forms of the .SDRT were standardized in terms of student 
performance on the Reading Tests of the Stanford Achievement ~· It 
was felt that this procedure would allow for the development of a sta-
ble set of norms from relatively small but carefully selected samples 
of .students. The tests were administered to 12,000 students in six 
school.systems with a _two week interval between tests. Administration 
of .the test was conducted by classroom teachers. 
An item analysis was determined using pa~t of the norming group. 
I 
Comparison of the mean performance of item anJlysis (IA) and·standardi-
zation groups (Std) for third grade on the subtests pertinent to this 
study is shown in Table II. 
During the standardization process the .correlations between SDRT 
(Form W) subtests and the Stan:f;ord Achievement Test: Reading Tests was 
obtained. For third grade readers tl).e correlations between the 
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Paragraph Meaning subtest of .the Stanford Achievement Test and the fol-
,.' ' --. 
lowing su'btests of the SDRT are reported as auditory discrimination--
.65, syllabication--.55, beginning and ending sounds--.71, 'blending--
.67 ancl sound discrimina:tion--,68. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN PERFORMANCE OF ITE~ ANALYSIS 




Auditory Discrimination 32.7 32.5 
Sylla'b:l,c~tion 12.1 12.7 
Beginning and. Ending 27.3 28.2 Sounds 
Blending 26.2 26.2 
Sou)'ld Discrimination . 23.2 23.2 
A study at tQ.e third grade level found the subtests to cqrrelate 
"positively" with .the teacher's grouping for reading instruction. In a 
study of the syllabication skill, the syllabication score of an experi-
mental syllabic.!1-tfon test was found to correlate .85 with the ability 
to d.ivide words into syllables with vertical dividing lines. 
It is evident that the SDRT correlates very positively with the · 
Stanford Achievement Test: Reading Tests, There appeared to be.few 
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standardized tests with norming pro.cedures that could compare with the 
procedure used in standardizing the Stanford Achievement Tests. 
B-S-R Error Analysis 
The B~S-R Error Analysis was devised by Berends, Stuever, and Ray 
at t~e Oklahoma State University Reading Center as a means of combining 
the ,visual-perceptual approach to error analysis of Gates with the · 
sound-symbol accentuation of Monroe. 
By means of the B-S-R.Error Analysis system, errors from the oral 
reading prargraphs and stories were classified into six major cate-
gories: visual perception--word parts, directional confusion, visual-
auditory, syllabic division, structure, and behavioral .characteristics. 
Visual Ferce~tion--Word Parts. Errors were classified in this 
category if the response. to the 'Stimulus .word was made inst,antaneously 
I ' 
with no attempt. at so~nding out the word, The au~mpt:lon was that the 
child looked at one; or more parts of a word and said ano.ther word whi~h 
the part(s) suggested. 
1. - + + Middle and end correct, beginning incorrect: there, 
where, hungt)7~angry. 
" 2. + - + Beginning and end correct, middle incorrect: smelling-
smilling, serve~slave; 
3. + + - Beginning and.middle correct, end incorrect: (s, ed, 
ing were clas~ified under structure) you-your, 
not-nor. 
4. - - + End correct, beginn~ng and middle incorrect: pillow-
window, thought-:-forget. 
s. + - - Beginning correct, middle and end incorrect: 
nothing-neither, well-witho 
6. - + - Middle correct, beginning and end incorrect: 
hampster-champion, danger-tangle. 
7. Word completely wrong; also, error on one-or-two 
letter stimulus word: was-and, away-up. 
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Directional Confusion. Errors were classified in this category if 
the order of letters or words was incorrect and/or letters were rotated. 
1. Rotations: bounding-pot,tnding, dog-boy. 
2. Reversals: whole and partial reversals: was-saw, left-felt; 
word sequence errors: ~ • 
Visual-Auditory• Errors were classified in this category if the 
response was incorrect after a discernible attempt to "sound it out." 
Visual-auditory errors reflect "faulty perception of sound-symbol re-
lationships, faulty application of phonic principles, or lack of appli-
cation of alternative word recognition techniques to sound-symbol 
relationships" (Ray, 1969). 
1. C Error on a single consonant: raced-raised. 
2. CC Error on a consonant blend or digraph: 
knife-knight, scrait-straito 
3. V Error on a single vowel: less-losso 
4. VV Error on vowel digraphs or dipthongs: 
lay-lie, aut-out. 
5. CCVV Error on both vowels and consonants: 
important-improved, some-submit. 
Structure. This category included contractions, compound words, 
inflexional endings, and prefixes and su~fix~s. 
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Syllabic Division. Error caused by wrong syllabic division and/o:i:: 
accent: ex-ae-md-~examined. 
Behavior Characteristics. This category incluc;led omissions of 
whole words, additions of whole words, words aided, repetitions, and 
coJ:"rections. 
Repetitions, additio.ns, and omissions. of cme or more consecutive 
words were cqunted as one error only. Repetitions.as a result of a 
correction were not counted as errors. Speech variants as a result of 
a dialect or reflected by the use of another language were not con-
sidered eri:-ors. 
Errors were entered in only one category! Errors made in the 
firs.t 25 word section of each selectiQn were not analyzed. Stuever 
(1969) reported that the errors,occutring in the first 25 words of a 
selection may px-oduce an unrealistically high ratio of errors to total 
words read, thus causing the instructional level of the student to be 
lower than it would have been had an adequate number of words been 
read. 
Stat~stical Techniques Used in the Treatment 
of the Data 
The Spearman Rank-Order Correlation (Rho) 
To determine whether or not the error patterns were similar on the . 
extended oral readings at ins.tructional and frustration levels, the 
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error-types which were made at each of the above performance levels on 
the extended oral readings were ranked according to their relative 
frequency of occurence. By using the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation, 
the degree of relationship, or overall agreement, among various 
rankings was determined. 
Coefficients of correlation were also calculated between the errors 
made on the pertinent subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading .!!!E, 
and the errors made on the instructional and the frustration levels of 
the extended oral readings, Test 1 of the Silent Reading Diagnostic 
..!!.!!£. is a test for recognition of words in isolation, while Test 2 of 
the same test examines the ability to recognize words in context. Co-
efficients of correlation were determined between the total number of 
errors made on Test 1 and· the total number of errors made at instruc-
tional and frustration levels on extended oral readings, as well as 
between the total number of errors made on Test 2 and the total number 
of errom achibited at instructional and frustration levels on the 
extended oral readings. 
The hypotheses were tested by computing on a calculator 21 
coefficients of correlation according to the formula in Brunning and 
Kintz (1968, p. 156): 
rho • 1 - -----
N (N2 - 1) 
where D • the difference score between each X and Y score, and 
N • the number of pairs of scores. 
Correction fot tied ranks was made when it was necessary (Brun-
ing and Kintz, 1968, p. 157). 
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The significance of rho was determined by reference to a table of 
critical values of Pearson's r Correlation Coefficient for Five Alpha 
Significance Levels (Bruning and Kintz, 1968, p. 229). 
Summary 
This chapter has described the population used in the study and 
the test instruments utilized in collection of the necessary data for 
testing the hypotheses. In addition, the statistical techniques em-
ployed in the treatment of the data.have been defined. 
CHAl'TER IV 
TREATMENT OF DATA AND ANALYSIS OF RESUL!S 
This •tudy was.concerned with the.effect of difficulty of matex-ial 
upon the patte~ns of errors in qral reading among third grade develop-
mental readers. It included an analysis of oral reading errors.made by 
the students at instructional and frustration levels on extended oral 
rl!adi,ngs. Errera made at instructional.level on the extended oral read-
ings were c~mpared with the errors made on two standardized tests. 
Comparisons of the resulting error l>attertl,s were made both between 
testSI and between ~ategories o~ errors within.tests. S;f..milar compari: 
sons between each of the standardized test error categories and the 
error categories. at instructional.and frustration levels of the ex-
tended oral readings were made~ 
The hypothesis related to the differences betwe~n the. error pat-
terns on the instructional level of the extended oral readings and the 
Stanfotd Dil!gnos.tic :Reading Test error patterns will be first examined. . . ~
Next, th~ hypothes.is concerning the .error patterns at instructional 
level of the extended oral readings and those error patterns exhibited, 
on the Silent Reading Diagnostic ~ will be discussed. Finally the 
hypothesis related to the difference between error patterns on the in-
structional level of the extended oral readings and .. those on the 
frustration level wil.l be .tested. 
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Tests of the Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant correlation between the 
error patterns on the instructional level of the extended oral rea4ings 
and the error patterns indicated on certain subtests of the Stanford 
Diagnostic Reading Test. 
To test this hypothesis a correlation coefficient was computed be-
tween pertinent subtests of the Stanford and those corresponding types 
of errors on the instructional level of the extended oral readings. 
This data is reported in Table III. None of the correlation coeffi-
cients reached .sign:i,ficant levels., as indicated in Table III. 
TABLE III 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS COMPUTED BETWEEN STANFORD SUBTESTS AND 
CORRESPONDING ERROR CATEGORIES ON EXTENDED ORAL READINGS 
Subtest and Error Category Correlated 
Auditory Discrimination and 
Visual-Auditory 
Beginning Sounds and 
Visual-Auditory 
Ending Sounds and Visual-Auditory 
Blen4ing and Visual-Auditory 
Sound Discrimination and 
Visual-Auditory 
Sylla ication and Syllabication 




















When means for each of the categories were computed differences 
were observed between all means of the subtests of the Stanford and the 
instructional level error categories of the extended oral readings ex-
cept between the means of the subtest of Ending Sotmds and the error 
category of visual-auditory miscues. The lack of difference between 
these two means may have been affected by the small raw scores in the 
Ending Sotmds Subtest. Errors in oral reading were determined by use of 
common criteria. The mean of the Ending Sotmds Subtest was consider-
ably below the means of the other subtests of the Stanford, as was 
indicated in Table IV. The differences between the means, as reported 
on Table IV are discernable. 
TABLE IV 
MEANS OF THE SUBTESTS OF THE STANFORD AND ERROR CATEGORIES 
OF EXTENDED ORAL READINGS 
Performance Level 
Subtest and Error Category Compared Instructional Frustration 
First Second First Second 
Category Category Category Category 
Auditory Discrimination and 
Visual-Auditory 18.0 15.1 18.0 11.9 
Beginning Sotmds and 
Visual-Auditory 10.7 2.4 10.7 11.3 
Ending Sounds and 
Visual .. Auditory 2.2 2.4 2.2 11.3 
Blending and Visual-Auditory 6.9 2.4 6.9 11.3 
Sound Discrimination and 
Visual-Auditory 11.2 2.4 11.2 11.3 
Syllabication and Syllabication 11.9 o.8 11.9 o.o 
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A correlation coefficient was also computed between the pertinent 
subtest of the Stanford and the corresponding error categories of the 
extended oral readings at frustration level. An inspection of Table III 
indicated that none of the correlations betweenthe subtest scores of 
the Stanford and the scores on error pattern categories of the extended 
oral readings at frustration level reached a significant level of 
confidence except the correlation between the subtest of Blending and 
visual-auditory errors. This correlation was significant at the .01 
confidence level. 
Table IV reported the means of the scores on the subtests of the 
Stanford and the means of the scores of the error categories on the 
•· 
frustration level of the extended oral readings. The differences be-
tween the means of the subtest scores and the error category scores at 
frustration level as compared with those differences at instructional 
level indicate some change. Only the levels between the following 
pairs of means remained constant: Auditory Discrimination and visual-
auditory, Blending and visual-auditory, and Syllabication and Syllabi-
cation. 
The subtests of the Stanford measure, primarily, silent reading of 
words in isolation, while the extended oral reading error categories 
' ' 
indicate the miscues made by the subject while reading orally at sight, 
that, is without prior reading of the selection. Thus, the null 
hypothesis of no significant relationship differences among the error 
pattern categories found on the extended oral readin·gs at instructional 
level and the pertinent subtests of the Stanford can be rejected. 
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant correlation between the 
error patterns on the instructional level of the extended oral readings 
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and the error patterns indicated on the subtests of the Silent Reading 
Diasnostic Test. 
Because the two subtests of the SRDT measure the same types o~ 
error!!!, each of the subtests (called Test 1 and Test 2) was compared 
separately with the .diata from the extended oul readings on the instr.uc-
tional ·level. 
To test the second hypothesis, correlation coefficients were com..,. 
puted between the error patterns of Test 1 on the 8RDT and combinations 
of those subcategori,es of the visual perception category which corre-
sponded to the type of error .identified on.the 8RDT. On Test 1 the 
Initial error category corresponded with the. - + +~ - - +, and - + -
subcategories of the visual perception category of the B-8-R Error 
Analysis system. The Medial error category corresponded with the + - +, 
- - +, and + - - subcategories of the visual perception category of the 
B-8-R. The Ending error of the SRDT corresponded with the + + -, + - -, 
and - - - subcategories of the visual perception category on the B-8-R. 
Orientation errors on the 8RDT were compared with directional confusion 
errors on the B-8-R. The correlation coefficients are reported on 
Table V for error categories on both Test 1 and Test 2 of the 8RDT and 
the corresponding subcategoriet;1 of the visual perception errors on the 
B-S-R. Inspection of Table V indicated that error .scores of Orienta-
tion (8RDl') and Directional.Confusion (B-8-R) had a correlational 
coefficient that was significant at the .01 confidence level on Test 1 
(8RDT). However, the pattern of significance changed when comparing 
Test 2 error scores and the corresponding error scores on the instruc-
tional level. of the extended oral readings. This change was report:ed 
in the correlation coefficient of .4889 between the Medial error 
·-· 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF ERRORS INDICATED ~ THE SRDT AND ERRORS ANALYZED BY THE B-S-R AT INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL 
Subtest of the SRDT 
Error Type of SRDT and Test 1 Test 2 
B-S-R at Instructional Level Correlation 
Means of Raw Scores Correlation Means of Raw Scores 
Coefficient First· Second Coefficient First Second 
Categorv Cat~gorv Category Category 
Initial and VP (1,4,6) B-S-R .0869 4.2 1.02 .2374 4.1 1.02 
Medial and VP (2,4,5) B-S-R 00624 4.7 2.67 .4889* 2.8 2,.67 
-~--,-~~.·~~z~~~ ~·:.::,~?-$...=-:~ ,,;.;.. --
End and VP (3,5,6) B-S-R .0219 3.1 L65 -.0606 3.3 1.65 
Orientation and Directional 04338* 3.0 b7 -.0091 3.5 1.4 
Confusion on B-S-R 
I 




category of the SRDT and the subcategory errors of the visual percep-.........._ 
tion category of the B-S-R. Significance at the .01 confidence level 
was indicated for this correlation coefficient. 
The means of the error-type scores were further compared. Neither 
the differences among paired means on Test 1 nor Test 2 reached a 
significant level, indicating no significant differences between the 
mean scores of the error types. 
Examination of Table V data denoted that the null hypothesis for 
certain error patterns can be rejected. The null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected for Orientation and Directional Confusion errors on the SRDT 
(Test 1) and B-S-R respectivelyQ Coefficients for error patterns of 
Medial position on the ~ (Test 2) and visual perception subtests 
(2.4.5) on the B-S-R also indicate that the null hypothesis must not 
be rejected. However, the null hypothesis can be rejected for all 
other error categories compared between the SRDT and the B-S-R at 
instructional level. 
Hypothesis 3: There is no significant correlation between the 
error patterns found on the instructional level of the extended oral 
readings and the error patterns found on the frustration level of the 
extended oral readings. 
To test the hypothesis correlation coefficients were determined 
between total category scores of each of the major categories on the 
B-S-R, from analyzation of the extended oral readings, at both instruc-
tional and frustration levels. Results of these computations are 
tabulated in Table VI. 
The null hypothesis of no difference between error patterns at the 
instructional and frustration levels found on the extended oral readings 
was not rejected for all error categories except visual perception. 
The .null hypothesis is rejected for the error category of visual 
perception. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF ERROR PATTERN DATA FIWM EX.'I'ENDED ORAL READINGS 









*p < • 001 
. **p < .01 
***p < .05 













Mean Raw Scores 
Instruction Frustration 
Level Level 
15.1 11. 9 
~ . 7 1.4 ', 






Though the rank of the scores did not change significantly, as the 
correlation coefficient indicated, the difference between the mean raw 
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scores did indiaate a change in the total.number of .errors made in some 
categories. The total numbe+ of errors made in the visual. perception, 
the ·directional confusion, the structural, and.the syl,labication .cate: 
gories did no1;: significan1;:ly change between .the instructional and 
frustration levels.of perfermance in oral reading. There were more. 
behavioral errors on the instructio.nal. level than on the frustration 
level. However, the visuabauditory and words aided categories had 
more error$ on the frustration level than on the instructional.level. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented .the stati~tic,al results from the treat~ 
ment of the data. Correlation coefficients were used to indicate the. 
relation$hip between error patterns as indicated on extended oral read-
ings at both.instructional and frustration levels, and the error pat~ 
tern,s found on the extended.oral readings at instructional level.and 
el;'ror ,patte.rns found on subtests of two stan4ardized tests, A s;tgnif:f. ... 
cant relationship was found tq exist between eight of the 21 pairs of 
error categories compared. 
The co;rrel,ation coefficient.s computed between the error patterns 
ind:i,cated on .. subtests of the Sta~ford and error :patterns of the in~truc­
tional, level oral readings revealed that the.null hypothesis of no dif~ 
ference between error patterns was.to be rejected. The error patterns 
fou'Q.d in silent reading on the StE!.nford differ, but not significantly 
so, from the error patterns found on the instructional level.of the ex-
tended ·oral :rea,clings~ The means of the raw scores of error patterns 
paired do differ significantly with the exception of one error category, 
ending sounds as compared with visual~auditory errors. 
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The comparison of error patterns found on the ~ and those 
analyzed by the B-S-R at instructional level revealed that the hypo-
thesis of no difference between the error patterns of these two measures 
had to be rejected for all of the categories except two. Orientation 
on Test 1 and Directional Confusion category, and Medial Sounds on Test 
2 and VP (2, 4, 5) of the B-S-R category could not be rejected. No 
difference between any of the paired mean scores was indicated. 
The null hypothesis of no difference between error patterns on the 
instructional level and those of the frustration level of the extended 
oral readings was not rejected for all categories except that of visual 
perception. For the category of visual perception the null hypothesis 
is rejected. 
When the mean raw scores were compared, other types of patterns 
emerged. While the ranks of scores did not change significantly, the 
differences between the means of the raw scores did, for some 
categories. Significantly, more errors were made on the frustration 
level than on the instructional level in the category of visual-auditozy, 
as well as the category of words aided. More errors of the behavioral 
type were made on the instructional level than on the.frustration 
level. Other error categories did not change significantly. 
Table VII is a presentation of the type of error made and its 
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COMPARISON OF ERROR TYPE FOR EACH HYPOTHESIS· 
-
Type of Error 
Directional Visual Behavioral 
Confusion Auditc;>ry 
Structure Error 
Not Not Not Not 




Not Not Not Not 















SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
General Summary of the Investigation 
This study was concerned with the shift of error pattern categories 
between instructional and frustration levels among third grade 
developmental readers. 
The sample consisted of second and third grade readers not more 
than • 75 of a grade level from 3.25 reading level. that is reading on 
an instructional and frustration level between 2.5 and 4.0 reading 
level. These readers were considered to be developmental readers. 
After teacher indication of reading levels for each subject. the 
Standard Reading Inventory was administered to ascertain the instruc-
tional and frustration reading level of each subject. The final sample 
consisted of thirty-three children. 
Errors made while reading both silently and orally were obtained 
from reading tests. Oral reading miscues were determined as the stu-
dents read extended oral readings. These oral readings were tape-
recorded. The silent reading errors were ascertained through the use of 
two standardized tests. the Stanford Diaanostic Reading 1:!E. and the 
Silent Reading Diagnostic .!..!:!!.• Only the first two subtests of the 
Silent Reading Diaanostic Test were administered but all the subtests 
. -
of the Stanford were administered. 
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Errors made on instructional and frustration, levels were·collected 
from the extended oral readings. The B-S-R Error Analysis procedure 
was utilized in examining the data. Comparisons were made between the 
error categories exhibited on each of the standardized tests and in-
structional level error patterns. 
The B-S-R Error Analysis has 21 possible error subcategories 
classified into six major categories. Correlation coefficients were 
computed .between the error classifications of each of the standardized 
tests and the appropriate type of error type as indicated on the in-
structional level of the extended oral readings. Comparisons were made 
between 33.pairs of categories of error patterns. 
Conclusions. 
Results o~ the study indicate that the error patterns found on 
the Stanford .test during silent reading are different from those found 
on the instructional level.of the extended oral readings, but not sig~ 
nificantly so, with the e;icception of one subtest pair that compared 
errors found on the frustration level of the extended oral readings. 
That one subtest pair, Blending and Visual-auditory, were found to have 
a significant relationship. 
The means of the Stanford raw scores of error patterns and the ex-
tended oral reading error patterns (on instructional level) were all 
found to be significantly different except the comparison between the 
means of the ending sounds and.visual auditory categories. 
When scores of the other silent reading test, the SRDT,were com-
pared with the extended oral reading test, much the same pattern 
emerged. The error patterns of the SRDT (Test 1) were not significantly 
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similar except the comparison made between Orientation and Directional 
Confusion. That particular subtest relationship was significant at the 
.Ol confidence level. When Test 2 of the ~was compared with the 
error patte:rns of oral reading at instructional level, the comparison 
of Medial Position errors reached a relationship significance level of 
.01. With the exception of these subtests of the ~ these silent 
reading standnrdized tests do not have error patterns indicated that 
are similar to the error patterns of oral reading. Perhaps standard-
ized pencil and paper tests used to detect problems in reading do not 
tell us much about the actual problem at all. 
The results of the comparison between errors made on instructional 
level and those made on frustration level did indicate a shift in error 
patterns, though, perhaps, not in the manner expected. While correla-
tion coefficients were generally high, indicating that the relative 
ranking of scores remained constant, the differences between the mean 
raw scores indicated that a significantly greater number of errors were 
made in the visual-auditory category on frustration level. This was 
also true of the words aided category. 
Figure 1 shows how the means of the error categories on both in-
structional and frustration levels compare. There is a change of error 
pattern when the difficulty of the material is considered. 
This study indicates that when diagnosis of a student's reading 
problem is considered, the errors made on frustration level in oral 
reading may require a different type of remediation than those errors 
found on the student's instructional level of oral reading. If the 
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Figure 1. Comparison of Error Type Raw Scores on Extended 
Ora:).. Readings 
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remedial instruction should consider the errors made at frustration 
level. 
Table VIII presents the changes in error pattern made during 
this study from test to test, where comparisons were possible. 
While a change in error patterns is observable in contextual 
material, this phenomenon may not be observable if word lists are 
used rather than paragraphs. Many teachers still use word lists such 
as the Dolch List or word lists in the back of basal readers. It 
would be advantageous to the classroom teacher to know if a change in 
error patterns occurs when word lists are read orally. 
Recommendations 
1. It is recommended that a study of error patterns be made 
between errors on words in context and errors on word lists to deter-
mine the existence of a shift in error patterns between instructional 
and frustration levels. 
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2. It is recommended that this study be replicated with the rate 
of reading being used as a limiting factor in the screening process 
and/or in the level of reading determinations on the extended oral 
reading. 
3. It is recommended that this study be replicated using readers 
at fourth or fifth grade reading levelo 
TABLE VIII 
CHANGE OF ERROR PATTERN RELATIVE TO INSTRUCTIONAL AND ~USTRATION LEVELS 
Change in Error Pattern 
Test 
Increased. Remained the Same Decreased 
SRDT, Test 1 and Test 2 Orientation Errors Initial Position Errors Medial Position Errors 
Ending Position Errors 
Extended Oral Readings Directional Confusion Errors Syllabication Errors Visual Perception Errors 
Visual-auditory Errors Behavioral Errors 
Structural Errors 
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